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ABSTRACT 

SOME PROPERTIES OF SUBSETS AND 

ALMOST CLOSED MAPPINGS 

rlija Kovacevic! 

SE Institute for Applied Fundamental Disciplines, 

Faculty of Technical Sciences, Veljka Vlahovic!a 3, 

210DO Novi Sad,Yugoalavia 

In the paper some properties of a-Hausdorff sub
sets and almost closed mappings are studied. 

1. INTRODUCTION

No separation properties are assumed for spaces 

u.nless explicitly stated.

A subset A of a space Xis regularly open iff 

IntClA=A, A subset A of a space Xis regularly closed iff 

Ci.IntA = A, [ 9]. 

A subset A of a space Xis a- paracompact (a-near

ly paracompact) iff for every open (regularly open) cover 
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U of A there is an open X-locally finite family V which 

refines U and covers A, [13],[5]. 

A subset A of a space Xis a-paracornpact (a-near

Ly paracompact) with resp�ct to a subset B iff for every 

open (regularly open) cover U={Ui:i8I} of A there exists

an open family V={Vj:jeJ} such that:

- V refines U,

- A cU{Vj: jeJ},

- Vis locally finite at each point xeB, [6].

Subsets A and B of a space X are mutuaiiy a-para

compact (mutuaLLy a-nearly paracompact) iff the subset A 

is a-paracornpact (a-nearly paracompact) with respect to 

the subset Band the subset Bis a.-paracornpact (a-nearly 

paracornpact) with respect to the subset A, [6]. 

A subset A of a space Xis a-nearly compact or 

N-ciosed iff every regµlarly open cover U={Ui:i8I} of A

has a finite subcover of A, [l].

A space Xis nearly compact iff every regularly 

open cover of has a finite subcover, [11]. 

A space Xis locaLLy nearly compact iff for each 

point xex, there exists an open neighbourhood u of x such 

that ClU is. a-nearly compact, [lJ �

A subset A of a space Xis a-Hausdorff iff for 

any two points a,b of a space X, where aeA and bSX'-A, the

re are disjoint open sets U and V containing a and b res

pectively. A subset A of a space Xis a. -regular (a-aimost 

reguLarJ iff for any point aeA and any open (regularly 

open) subset u containing a there is an open subset 

v such that aevcc1vcu, [ 7]; [4]. 

A space Xis almost reguLar iff for any regularly 

closed set F and any point xf-F, there are disjoint open 

sets containing F and x respectively, [10]. 

A mapping f:X+Y is almost ciosed (almost open)·iff 

for any regularly closed (regularly .open) set F of x,f(F)
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is closed (open) i.n Y, (9) • 

'A mapping f :·X+Y _is almost aontinuous at a point 

xex iff for every open neighbourhood M of f (x) there is 

an open neighbourhood N of X such that f (N)cintClM. f is 

almost continuous iff it is almost continuous at each po

int of X, (9). 

2. RESULTS

The following theorem was proved in (7): 

Theorem 'A. If A is an' a-regula·r a-paracompact 

subset of a space x, then clA is a-paracompact. 

We can generalize this result with the following results: 

Theorem 2.1. If A is an a-regular a-paracompact 

subset with respect to a subset�, then ClA is a-paracom

pact with respect to B. 

Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4 

in [ 7] • 

Theorem 2.2. If 'A is an a-almost regular a-near

ly paracompact subset with respect to a subset B, then ClA 

is a-nearly paracompact with respect to B. 

in [ 4] . 

Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2 

Lemma 2. 1. Let 

Li ={U. :i€I} 
l. 

be a family of open a-regular subsets of a space x sue�. 

·that:
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a) u is locally finite at each point of a subset B

b) u
i 

is a-paracompact with respect to B, for each i€I, 

Then, U=U{Ui:ier} i s an open a-regular subset which is 

a--paracompact with. respect to B. 

Proof, By Lemma 2,1 in [2], the set U is a-re

gular. Let V={Vj:jeJ} be an open covering of u. Then,

{vjnui:jeJ} is an.open covering of u1, for each ier. Since

u
i 

is a--paracompact with respect to B, there is a family 

Vi={Dk:keKi } of open sets such that:

- V.
i 

refines .{v jn u
i
: jeJ},

- U
i
cu{D

i
:D

i
€l/i},

- V
i 

is locally finite at each point of B, 

Consider th.e family 

V={Dk:k€Ki, ier}.

It follows that 

- V refines V,

- o_cU{D:Dell},

- Vis locally finite at each point of B,

Thus, u is a-paracompact with respect to B,

Similarly, we can prove the next result:

Lemma 2,2. Let 

be a family of regularly open a-almost regular subset of a 
space X such that: 
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a) U is locally finite at each point of a subset B,

bl for each i€I, u1 i.s a-nearly paracompact with respect

to B. 

Then, U= tj{U.:i€I} is an open a-almost regular subset which 
l. 

is a-nearly paracompact with respect to B. 

Theorem 2.3. Let 
U = {U i : i€I }

be a family of open a-regular subsets of a space X such 
that: 

a) U is locally finite at each point of x ...... u;,i� (U=U{u1 :i€I }) ,

b) Ui is a-paracompact with respect to X.....,U, for each i€I.

Then, u is on open - and - closed a-regular subset which 
is a-paracompact with respect to X.....,U. 

�f.. By Lemma 2. 1, U is an OIJen a-regular sub

set which is a-paracompact with respect to x,u. By Theorem 
2.6. in [6] , it follows that there is an open set V such 

that 

Uc. Ve. ClVc. U. 

Thus ClU=U. Hence, the result. 

In [12], Singal M.K. and Arya S.P. proved the next theorem: 

Theorem B. Every nearly paracompact Hausdorff space is al

most regular. In that theorem the Hausdorff property can 
be weakened as is shown by following result: 

Theorem 2.4. Let X be a paracompact (nearly pa

racorrpact) space such that every closed (regularly closed) 

set is crHausdorff. Then X is regular (almost regular) • 

Proof. Let X be a paracornpact (nearly paracompact) 
space. and let F be any closed (regularly closed) subset of 
a space X and let �F. Since every closed (regularly closed) 
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subset of a paracompact (nearly paracompact) space is a-para
conpact (a-nearly paracompact) and Fis a-Hausdorff, it fo
llows that th.ere are open (regularly open) sets u and V such 
that 

xeu,F cv,u n v=-41.

It follows that X i.s regular (almost regular) • 
Similarly, we have 

Corollary 2.1. Let X be a compact (nearly compact) space 

such that every closed (regularly closed) subset is a-Haus
dorff. Then, Xis regular (almost regular). 

Theorem 2, 5. Let f .X-+Y _be a closed almost conti

nuous mapping of a space X onto a locally compact space Y 
-1 such that for each y€Y f (y) is a-Hausdorff a-nearly com-

pact. Then Xis locally nearly compact, 

Proof. By Theore111 2.3 in [4] Y is Hausdorff, Sin
ce Y is locally compact and Hausdorff it follows that, for 
each point xex there is a closed compact neighbourhood V 
of f(x). Since f is almost continuous, the set U=f-1(IntV)
is open in X, By 'llieoretn. l in [ 8], the set f- l (V) is a-near-

ly compact in x. Since for each point y€Y,f-1(y) is a-Haus

dorff and the union of a-Hausdorff sets is a-Hausdorff, it 

follows that f-1(V) is a-Hausdorff. By Theorem 2,1 in [4]

f-1(v) is closed. Now, we have

-1xeu c clu cf CV) • 

Since every regularly closed subset of an a-near
ly corrpact set is a-nearly compact, it follows that ClU is 

a-nearly compact, Now, U is an open neighbourhood of x such
that ClU is a-nearly compact, hence Xis locally nearly
compact.
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Corollary 2.2. ([8]) Let f:X�Y be a closed almost contin

uous surjection with. N-closed point inverses. If Xis Haus
dorff and Y is locally compact, then Xis locally nearly 

COill?aCt, 

Theorem 2.6. Let f be an almost closed mapping 
of a space X onto a space Y. Let Boe a closed subset of 

X such that for each xex,B the set f-l (f (x)) is a,-regula.r 
and a-paracompact with respect to B. Then, f(B) is closed. 

Proof. Let 

y€Y'f(B). 

Then 
-1

f (y) c X'-B.

By Theorem 2 • 6 in [ 6] , 

there is an open neighbourhood of f-1(y) such that

-1 f (y) c V cClV cX--..B. 

Since f is almost closed, then there is an open set W in Y 

stibh that y€W and f-1(y) cf-1(W) cintClV cX'B, Thus, we ha

ve y€W cy,f (B), Hence the statement. 

Theorem 2.7. Let X be an R
0 

space such that for 

each x€X IntCl(x),�. If f:X�Y is an almost closed mapping 

of the space X onto a space Y such that the family 

{f-1(y):y€Y} consists of a-Hausdorff subsets which are nn.i

tually a-nearly paracoll'{)act, then f is continuous. 

Proof. Suppose that f is not continuous at some 

point xex, Let U(x) denote the family of all the open neig
hbourhoods of x, Let y=f(x). Since f is not continuous at 
x, there is an open neighbourhood V of y such that 
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f (U) n (Y'V) i</> 

for every ueU(x). Thus, 

A,;,{f (ClU) n (y,v) :ueU(xl} 

is a family of closed subsets of Y .such that 

n {f(ClU) n (y,v) :ueU(x) }i</J 

(Xis R
0 

such that IntCl(x)#</>, for each xex. Thus, 

u = n {u:ueU(x)} is an open set containing x and hence a 

rrember of U(x). So (Y,v) n f(U
0

),i!</>. i.e. 

n {A:AeA}=f (ClUO) n (Y'V)i</>).

Thus, there is a point y 
0

e n {A:AeA}. Hence we have y 
0

€Y,V 

and �f-1(y
0

). Since the family {f-1
(y) :y€Y} consists of

a-Hausdorff subsets which are mutually a-nearly paracom

pact, there are disjoint regularly open sets Ux and U
0 

such that 

From 

we have 

On the other hand, since Ux belongs to U(x), we have 

This is a contradiction. Hence, f must be'continuous at x. 
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Th.us, f is continuous, 
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REZIME 

NEKE OS�BINE PODSKUPOVA I SKORO 

ZATVORENIH PRESLIKAVANJA 

I. Kovacevic

U radu se ispituju neke osobine a-Hausdorfovih, 

a-regularnth i a-skoro regularnth podskupova topolo�kog

prostora X. Daju se i uslovi kada je 6lizu parakompaktan

prostor skoro regularan u prostoru koji ne mora da bude

Hausdorfov. Daju se takodje t uslovt kada je skoro zatvo

reno preslikavanje neprekidno nad prostorom koji ne mora

da bude Hausdorfov.
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